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"NOSTALGIA 
COLLECTION:
BLENDING 
BOUNDARIES 
BETWEEN PAST AND 
CONTEMPORANEITY"

This first edition of Nostalgia collection 
unveils two pieces of furniture, both 
wall mounted and floor standing with 
ceramic basin, three mirrors and a 
bathtub. All elements are available in a 
palette of five cool-toned colours: Ice 
Green, Blue Gray, Blue, Dark Green and 
Light Gray.
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A collection of bathtubs, bathroom 
furniture and mirrors with a retro 
flavor, blurring the subtle edges 
of contemporaneity through an 
unpredictable use of colours. 
Marcante-Testa studio created an 
original bathroom project that recalls 
familiar objects and shapes,
conveying reassuring sensations.

Nostalgia is designed to furnish 
countryside and city spaces that want 
to preserve the memory of their past 
through a traditional aesthetic made 
current by contemporary signs and 
details.

The Collection
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Console & Vanity

Both pieces of furniture, wall 
mounted and floor standing, 
features a decorative side motif. The 
floorstanding cabinet has a front 
chest of drawers embellished by an 
ornamental frame that is also found 
on every side of the bathtub. The 
drawer opens up by an inner handle 
set into the frame, while the wall 
mounted cabinet features an open 
shelf. The furniture is lacquered
MDF and the washbasin is made of 
glossy glazed ceramic.
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Nostalgia collection is conceived 
to suit both rural & metropolitan 

living spaces. Dancing on the line 
between past and present, every 

detail is carefully thought to go 
beyond space and time turning 

each piece into an ageless gem of 
contemporary design.

An ageless gem of
contemporary design
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MARCANTE-TESTA

Designers
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"If certain interiors excite 
us, it is because they are 
examples of a possible 
choice between conflicting 
aspects of our character, 
of the legitimate aspiration 
to transform our worrying 
contradictions into 
something beautiful."

Since 2014 Andrea Marcante and 
Adelaide Testa have created a 
new design reality, Marcante-Te-
sta. A studio oriented on archi-
tecture and design, as well as on 
business consulting for materials 
and furnishings. The atmospheres 
proposed by Marcante-Testa aim 

to elegantly remake the multiple 
values of living. Being serious and 
fun, authentic and refined, having 
deep roots and loving the wor-
ld: in this way the duo combines 
independent lines according to 
strict rules in the composition.
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The enamelled steel tank is inside 
a rectangular structure featuring a 
chamfer at the base and a decorative 
frame on the sides. The shell, as 
well as the bathtub top, is made of 
lacquered marine plywood available in 
one or two colours among the shades 
of the collection. The top can also 
be made in various types of marble. 
Nostalgia bathtub can be installed as a 
centerpiece, to the wall or at a corner, 
either with a countertop, wall mounted 
or freestanding tapware.

The bathtub
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CONSOLES

BATHTUB

Wall Cabinet  87 x 53 x h 63 cm
Floor Cabinet  87 x 53.5 x h 88.8 cm
Lacquered MDF, ceramic

183 x 90 x h 58 cm
Marine plywood, steel enamel

Size:

Materials:

Size:
Materials:

Ice Green / NCS S 2005 G20Y

Blue Gray / NCS S 4010 B30G

Blue / RAL 5007

Dark Green / NCS S 5020 B90G

Light Gray / RAL 7044

Ice Green / NCS S 2005 G20Y

Blue Gray / NCS S 4010 B30G

Blue / RAL 5007

Dark Green / NCS S 5020 B90G

Light Gray / RAL 7044

Nostalgia Fact Sheet
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Wc seat colour

MIRRORS

SANITARYWARE

50 x 3 x h 75 cm
50 x 2,5 x h 75 cm
56 x 3 x h 80 cm
Lacquered MDF

55 x 36.5 x h 38 cm
55 x 34.5 x h 38 cm
Lacquered MDF, Ceramic

*By Ex.t to be matched with Nostalgia products

Size:

Materials:

Size:

Materials:

Ice Green / NCS S 2005 G20Y

Blue Gray / NCS S 4010 B30G

Blue / RAL 5007

Dark Green / NCS S 5020 B90G

Light Gray / RAL 7044

Ice Green / NCS S 2005 G20Y

Blue Gray / NCS S 4010 B30G

Blue / RAL 5007

Dark Green / NCS S 5020 B90G

Light Gray / RAL 7044

Nostalgia Fact Sheet
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"WE MAKE
UNIQUE 
PRODUCTS FOR
UNCONVENTIONAL 
BATHROOMS"
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By exploring new languages, we pursue an idea of 

unconventional bathrooms featuring no ordinary products for 

those who are always looking for something different. 

Brainchildren of partnerships with Italian and international 

design studios, our collections approach different styles with a 

contemporary twist along with a unique and original aesthetic.

Modularity, versatility and functionality are the key features of 

Ex.t products, proposing the bathroom as a dynamic space able 

to transform and renew itself continuously, meeting the needs of 

contemporary living. 

We love Tuscany and Florence, our homeland. 

That’s why our production is 100% local: Ex.t products are made 

by artisan laboratories and manufactures dedicated to carry 

on the tradition of Made in Italy through an ongoing innovation 

process.

About Ex.t
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Ex.t Production

Our production is 100% local, all 
Ex.t products are made in Tuscany. 
Each product is the result of an 
accurate  multi-level process de-
livered with great commitment 
and passion by all our craftsmen.

Quality materials, attention to de-
tail, traditional processes combi-
ned with technological innovation 
along with refinement and style: 
these are the features Made in 
Italy that make Ex.t products.
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"The tradition of Made 
in Italy with an eye on 
innovative techniques and 
the most refined materials"
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Discover
Nostalgia



Head office & Showroom
Via Maragliano 155

50144 - Florence
+39 055 333151

Showroom
Via Tortona 34
20144 - Milan

+39 02 83660854

ex-t.com
@ext_design
#ext_design

Contact
info@ex-t.com

Press office
press@ex-t.com
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